
Course Title: Basic Matheınatics
Course Nr-ı: MT},ll04
\..atıı re of the Cou rse: Tlıeory
Semcstdr: l

Corı rse Description:
This course faııiliarizes students with fuı,ıctions, limits, continuity, differentiation, integration of
iıınction olone variable. logaritl-ıınic. exponential, applioations of derivative and antiderivatives,
C i [t'cı,ent ial equat ioı-ıs. paüial derivati ves,

Course Objcctives:
l, Stı_ıdeııts will be able to uııderstand and forınulate real world probleıns İnto ınathematİcal

statelnents.

Basic Mathematics

Full Marks. 3ç +20

Pass Marks: 32 + 8
Credit Hrs: 3

Stııdeııts will be able to develop solutions to ınathematical problems at the level
appropriate to the course.
stııdeııts wilI be able to describe or deınonstrate mathematical soIutions either
ıı ıııııerical l1, or graplı ical ly.

course crıntents:
Unit l: F'unctions Limits and Continui§ (5 Hrs.) ı
Fııııctions and Tlıeir Craplıs, Coınbiniııg Functions; Shifting and Scaling Graphs, Trigonometric
Flıııctions, Craphing with Calculators and Coınputers, Exponential Functions, lnverse Functions
and Logarithıns, Rates of Change and Tangents to Curves.

Unit 2: Limits and ContinuiŞ (3 Hrs.)
l.inıit ol'a Fı-ıııction aııd Linıit Laws, The Precise Definition of a Limit, One-Sided Limits,
Coııtiııı-ı ity, L inı its I ııvol viıı g l ıı fi n ity; Asyınptotes of Craphs.

Unit 3: Difl'erentiations (5 Hrs.)
'I'aııgeııts aııd tlıe Derivative at a Poiııt, Tlıe Derivative as a Function, The Derivative as a Rate of
Clıaııge. Derivatives of Trigoııoınetric Fuııctions, The Chain Rule, lmplicit Differentiation,
Derivatives of Inverse Fı-ıııctioııs and Logarithııs, Iııverse Trigonometric Functions, Related
tlates.

Unit .l: Applications of Derivatives (5 Hrs.)
Ixıı,cıııe values oI'fuııctioııs, Tlre Mean value theoreın, Monotonic functions and the first
derivative test, Coııcavity aııd Curve sketching, lndeterminate forms and L'Höpital's rule,
Appl ied optiıııization, Newton's ınethod.

Unit 5: Intcgration (5 Hrs.)
Aııtiderivatives, Area aııd estiınating with finite suıns, Sigına notation and Liınits of finite sL]ms,-['he deflııite integral. The Fuııdaıneııtal tlıeoreııı of calculus, lndefinite integrals and the
sııbstitutioıı ınetlıod. substitution and Area between curves,
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L'nil 6; Applications of Definite Integrals (3 Hrs.)
, olı.ın,ıcs ı_ısiııg cross-sectioııs, Volııınes ıısing cyIiııdrical Shells, Arc length, Areas of surfaces of
-ıı,olrıtioıı, woık aııd tluid fbıces, Moınents and centers of ınass

Unit 7: Techniques of Integrations (5 Hrs.)
.ntegratioıı by parts.'I'rigonoınetric integraIs, Trigonometric substitutİons, Integratİon of ratİonal

;iıııctiÖııs by paı-tial fractions, lııtegral tabIes and computer algebra systems, Nı"ıınerİcal

n tcgı,atioı,ı. I ıııproper iııtegrals.

Unit 8: First Order Difi'erential Equaticıns (4 Hrs.)
:ulı_ıtioııs. Slopc l:ields. aııd [:ıuler's ıııethod, First order Iinear equations, Applications, Graphical
solııtioııs of Aııtoııoıııoı-ıs eqrıatioııs, Systeıns of equations and phase planes.

Unit 9: Infinite Sequence and Series (5 [Irs.)
Seqııences, lııfiııite series, The lntegral test, Comparison tests, The Ratİo and root tests,

\lterııatiııg series. Absolute and Conditional convergence, Power series, Taylor and Maclaurin
)drics. Coı,ıı,cı,geııce o1' 1'ayIor series.

Unit l0: Partial Derivatives (5 Hrs.)
i.iıııcıit_ıııs i,ıl several variables, Liınits aııd coııtinuity in higher dimensions, Parlial derivatives,
l-iıe Clıaiıı ı,ule, Directioııat derivatives aııd gradient vectors, Tangent planes and differentials,
i_xtrc,ıııe valı_ıes aı-ıd saddIe poiııts l-agraııge ınultipliers, Taylor's forııuIa for two variables,
partial derivatives witlı constrained variables.

Tcxt/Rei'erence Book:
\1aııı,icc D. Wcir eııı<l Joel l--lass.-['lıoınas' Calculııs,.Early Traııscenclentals. l2'l'Edition, 2!009.
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